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The findings of the present research work have their own implications in personal adjustment, familial kinship development, personality dynamics, new challenges of changing society, and other horizons of life. These implications are discussed in following lines:

IMPLICATIONS FOR PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT:

In psychology, adjustment is defined as a process where a person maintains balance between his needs and circumstances that influence it (Lawrance, 1978).

At present, feeling of group pressure is psychosocial condition of a person. At same moment, people in high or low dense situation differ in their reactions to group pressure. Crowding situation is a by product of group pressure, crowding behaviour and psychology of a person. If a person knows very minute (micro) analysis
of his surrounding. He can adjust in a right way in his personal life.

Adjustment, crowding behaving and conforming reactions to his group-pressure are very complex network of social interactions. To know basic mechanisms of conformity, it is necessary to know type of person, situations and their by-products. Harmony among them is necessary for personal adjustment. For example, if a person feels high degree of crowdedness, he may react conforming tendencies to a group or non-conforming reactions. Or, Vice-versa equations are also possible.

A person at terminal threshold of twentieth century or reiz limen of twenty first century is in a very peculiar stance- he is in a dogma- nature of his personal life is very paradoxical-though he is in an over populated surroundings yet he is alone, aloof and desert. He is a man of personal deprivation. He can not share himself with second one though he wants but he has not. According to present researcher, this is main reason where crowdedness affect a person. This personal and private life is continuously tortured by this psychological hazard- he is surrounded by a hundred of hundreds but none of them has close kinship/relationship/contact to him/her. At this moment he needs proper counselling
to cope his personal adjustment problems. So present research is very fruitful to solve all problems of personal adjustment of a person.

IMPLICATIONS IN FAMILIAL KINSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Family is a primary social institution in Indian context. It is a platform where family members-husband, wife and their spouses maintain their relationships for social dynamics.

Modernisation, urbanisation, Sanskritization, Westerizations and so on are very speedy processes of social development where a few lags and some tags with them. Some develops and some loose. Frankly speaking for economic package of growth these processes and mechanisms are very important elements still so many question-marks are raised by them. Relationships or kinship's (blood relationships) are not properly maintained specially in modernised society. Relationship and relatives are weighted by economic packages. Relations are evaluated in terms of coins.
To nullify this difficult situation of the society where relations and relatives are at the tip of money-package, it is necessary to deal effectively with this problem.

We may say that this is the era of fast progressions— it seems that there is a fast upward spurt in our society. But we need some stoppage in our life where we can say for sometime— we can sigh easily. Till now, it did not become possible simultaneous growth among all corners of the society. Some developed and some declined. Present researcher believes that man-made-projects and schemes are never fool proof. Equality is a very-very attractive and democratised slogan but its applicability is never possible. This is the basic reason of lagness in society. This assumption may be applied in familial kinship development.

On the basis present investigation, we can be aware about those who are lagging and we can launch a new one scheme separately for them. Or psychologically we should accept the dogma of equality or false notification of equality. Psychologically speaking, we always differ. May be philosophically we
may not. From nation-wide to personal relationship, we are using and introducing psychology so at this moment to maintain kinship relationships we should always go through present investigation and its findings.

NEW CHALLENGES OF MODERN SOCIETY

Frankly speaking, psychology itself is in a dogma. There are numerous contradictory conclusions or results given by psychologists also. This condition of educated mass is creating very negative type of psychology. Psychology is a positive science may be in its beginning stage, at present nearly all classic concepts of psychology are heavily challenged by psychologists too. So general mass of the society is not in a position to conclude. This transitional phase of the society is a new challenge to the society and persons that are living in it.

Psychology of modern society is very helpless. This is the era of value less society if we have values, it may be values of normlessness. What is right or what is
wrong—it may be not concluded by academicians or laymen. We are talking of ‘global village’. But on what ground we don’t have. We have a lot of facilities but we have a lot of its adverse effects. Economically and physically, we have gone in the sky but psychologically we have very narrow space in our hearts.

Homo Sapiens, most advanced creature of the universe are in transitory phase-psychology, psychologists and their networks have no answer to tell human society what to do in future. At present, we are facing challenges of fast development. At another moment we need faster pattern. If we have not it seems that we are going to be failure. Though we have a very advanced psychology but we lag haw to apply it in our personal life.

Psychology is a central figure that determines our dynamics. When we forget it we feel that we are failure or vice-versa. So it should be noted that psychological parameters are very important in our lives. This is the rhyme and crying of ours modern society. From this angle, present research has a high utilitarian aspect. And, it should be applied by experts to general mass to face modern challenges of the society.
OTHER IMPLICATIONS:

There are two forms of realities—personal and social to implement experiences in real life. Present work gives dynamic platform for social realities. Conformity provides us social comparison level to move in society. When a person impinges the social dogmas, for a moment he or she feels consonance.

Present research work includes varied factors rather than conformity. Crowding, locale and family-types are other factors that are covered in present work. Crowding behaviour has many varied zones. They may be transitory or permanent in nature. A person may be less aware to it if he is preparatory trained for it. Co-operation and competition are some main interaction processes through which society maintains its status. How does these processes exists and affect to the person, it may be answered on the basis of explanations of crowding behaviour in context of a particular society.

Crowding behaviour has certain negative consequences in field of stress, maladjustment tension, anxiety and
psychosomatic disorders. It plays very significant roles to create some unique type of deprivation. So to maintain and alleviate them, it is necessary to fully understand processes and mechanism of crowding behaviour. Frankly speaking, in present work, fully or partially, it has been done, crowding behaviour has been analysed in terms of variables. On the basis of psychological suggestions, a person can maintain, manage, adjust and re-allocate his life in different areas of society.

This is transition-period for family institution. Continuous challenges are over-managed over it specially from western hemisphere. Bond among family members are weakened through a lot of experimentation in it. Mega family, joint family-nuclear family-and now Mono family are its changing index. At each stage so many questions (problems) are raised; and experts are trying to solve them. In same series, present effects can be considered. Most possible problems related to family-type are considered in present work. Explanations of theories always help in its applicability. How and what type of family platforms should be managed in present situation, it can be answered by present piece of work.
All social sciences are in very dynamic position—they have solutions for all problems they have explanations for all factors but they are in weak in its practibility. Why a person wants to apply theory at personal level, he has none answer from social sciences. They give us contradictory statements and it is ours’ duty to choose an alternative among them. However sex is a very challenging dichotomous variable in psychology also. Present researcher always says that sex is not only biological variable it is psychosocial variable also. Gender is biological parameter of a person to determine his sex. Psychologically, we can analyse a person in terms of feelings. On the basis of degrees of hard and tender feelings, we can analyse a person male or female. A person with hard feelings reflects much masculine protest and with tender feelings much feminine protest. At present psychologists believe world-wide that every person is male and female both. We are not only biological creature but are psycho-social specimen. So, we should always analyse ourselves in terms of bio-psycho-social and cultural living unit of the society. All such questions are raised and discussed in present work here and there; and, it should be considered by experts and general mass of society to solve their academic and non-academic problems.